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VISION AND MISSION OF UNIMAS

Vision
To become an exemplary university of internationally acknowledged
stature and a scholarly institution of choice for both students and .
academics through the pursuit of excellence in teaching, research
and scholarship

Mission
To generate, disseminate and apply knowledge strategically and
innovatively to enhance the quality of the nation's culture and
prosperity of its people

INTRODUCTION
"Contemporary and Forward Looking" a phrase which is almost
synonymous with UNIMAS today, is a strategy the university
infuses into all of its initiatives, projects and plans, be it in
research, teaching, administration or consultancy. lTNIMAS was
established based on the core principles of Malaysia's strategic
Vision 2020, which calls for effective alignment of education
with the current demands for a globalised market. In line with the
Vision 2020 initiative, the UNIMAS vision states that it aims:

"to become an exemplary university of internationally
acknowledged stature and a scholarly institution ofchoice for
both students and academics through the pursuit ofexcellence in
teaching, research and scholarship. "
At the beginning of its establishment, UNIMAS have had to
hire many young graduates to put together eight faculties and
various centres and institutes in the new university. The more
experienced faculty members were sought from other universities
within Malaysia and abroad, each bringing their own bag of
expertise and experience to the new campus in Kota Samarahan.
Although teaching and learning is one of the core businesses in
any university, it is widely known that, unlike school teachers,
university academics are not normally trained to teach. Yet,
because teaching is one of the core businesses of a university, it
must align its mission with the objective of developing quality
human resource (Zawawi Ismail, 1996).
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As the academic community at the university grew, and the
student population increased each year, the university realised
the immense importance of addressing the quality of teaching
learning, especially when UNIMAS aims to be the regional
educational hub of choice for students and scholars in the region.
The university acknowledged the necessity to put in place a
mechanism to train lecturers the basics of teaching at Higher
Education, to ensure effective learning and the achievement
of learning outcomes, as part of the contribution to a quality
education at the university.

o

Training academics to teach was a novel initiative back in 2003,
when the first cohort of the Postgraduate Diploma programme
started their studies. No other universities in Malaysia were
offering a post-graduate level certification for training their
academic staff specifically on Teaching & Learning at Higher
Education. The goal was to continuously upgrade and increase the
quality of instruction among UNIMAS lecturers, the programme
is expected to constantly open dialogues about teaching and
learning, and consequently UNIMAS will be in a better position to
increase its reputation as an institution of choice in Sarawak, and
ultimately in the region. It is also the academic community who
will collectively be more inclined toward improving the delivery
of learning and skills in their courses.
The Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning programme
has successfully produced 233 graduates since it started in 2003
(as of December 2010).
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In February 2011, it is decided that the programme will apply
for formal accreditation from the Malaysian Quality Agency,
so the post-graduate diploma will be recognized locally and
internationally.

GOALS OF THE POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMME
The Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning programme is
designed as a university-wide strategy to enable the development
of competencies, knowledge and skills among UNIMAS
academics, so they are equipped to demonstrate excellence in
teaching at Higher Education.

THE OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and
Learning programme are to:
1.
train UNIMAS academics in teaching and learning on a
systematic and formal basis to enhance their personal com
petence as university educators;
11.
establish a long term commitment toward teaching and
learning that is consistent with UNIMAS teaching and
learning policies; and
111.
develop a culture of collaborative academic environment
that places special commitment to excellence in teaching
and learning.
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THE CURRICULUM
The curriculum for the programme is a combination of
coursework and practicum. Currently, there are eight courses in
this programme:
Course 1: Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Course 2: Curriculum and Instructional Design
Course 3: Principles in Teaching and Learning
Course 4: Management of Teaching and Learning
Course 5: Student-Centred Learning
Course 6: Technology for Teaching and Learning
Course 7: Assessment of Learning
Course 8: Teaching Practice
Participants are required to successfully complete the first three
courses before they are eligible to enrol into the following four
taught courses. Participants are required to successfully complete
all seven taught courses before they are eligible to enrol into the
final course - Teaching Practice.
Each of the eight courses carries 4 credits, contributing to a total
of 32 credits for the whole programme. The course synopses and
outlines are included in Appendix 1.
ELIGIBILITY
This programme is open to all lecturers at UNIMAS who are
interested to enhance their knowledge, competence, and skills
as university educators. As a formal training programme, the
University Senate at its 55th meeting on the 30th April 2003 had
decided that this programme was to be made compulsory for all
lecturers who are appointed after 30th April 2003.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

QUALITY A

The participants should meet the following minimum requirements
for graduation with a Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and
Learning recognized internally by UNIMAS. These requirements
are as follows:

ABoard ofS1
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i. Satisfactory attendance record for all the seven taught modules
(minimum 80% attendance to be eligible to sit for the final

Lecturers fror

examination). Participants are required to attend all supervised
learning activities.
ii. Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) of not less than 2.5.
iii. Successfully complete and pass the Teaching Practice course.
iv. All courses must be completed successfully within three
academic years.

The programl

GRADING SYSTEM
The grading system that is used in this programme is as in Table 1
below.
Table 1: Grading System for the Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching
and Learning
Status
Distinction
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A
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3.33

C
C

54

2.00

45-49

1.67

D

40-44

1.33

F

0

39

0.00

Participants must achieve a score of 2.5 (CGPA) to graduate

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A Board of Studies (BOS) is established to plan and monitor the
academic curriculum, course delivery and quality assurance of the
programme. The BOS is chaired by the Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Academic & International) and the members comprise the
Dean of CALM, Deputy Dean of CALM, Professors and Senior
Lecturers from other faculties and centre, as shown in Appendix 2.

The programme adheres strictly to and meets all the requirements
of the UNIMAS Postgraduate Study Rules and Regulations in
which quality assurance elements are intrinsically instituted.
Highly qualified and experienced teaching staff from within and
outside UNlMAS are involved in the delivery of the programme.
By 2012, it is expected that the programme will be accredited
officially by the Malaysian Quality Assurance Agency, and that
the diploma will be recognised locally and internationally.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
The programme is managed by CALM through the Programme
Study Committee, who is responsible to the Deputy Vice
Chancellor (Academic & International). The management
structure is presented in Appendix 3.
PROGRAMME OFFERING
The programme is offered once a year on a staggered basis. It
normally commences in AprillMay, and it ends in the month April

of the following year.

WHAT THE ALUMNI SAID
One of the greatest rewards in teaching is to receive positive
and encouraging feedback from those who have completed their
studies. Below is a selection of reflections recorded from graduates
of the first seven cohorts of the Postgraduate Diploma programme,
between the years 2003 and 2010.
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"It's indeed a very good training for us as academicians. It helps
me to become a better and more effective lecturer in UNIMAS. "

Nor Mazlina Ghazali
Faculty of Cognitive Science and Human
Development

"It helped me improve my teaching - Uor instance} using
technology such as Web 2.0 in which Ilearn[ed} how to diversify
the teaching and learning methods to ensure students receive
info rmation and acquire skills more effectively. "
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Salawati Sahari
Faculty of Economic and Business

"PGDip exposed me to different experiences that lecturers faced
in teaching especially when interacting with internal and external
customers. In the course, teaching was explained as a systematic
approach where it should be aligned with students' development
(i.e. psychomotor, cognitive and affective [domains]).Additionally,
the course enhanced my love in teaching and education. "

Rokiah bt Paee
Centre for Language Studies

"Even though 1 have been in the education field for some time,
1 have learned a lot ofnew things from this programme. Apart
from providing me [the] time and opportunity to self-assess my
knowledge and practicers] in teaching and learning, it also assists
me to be[come] a better teacher and a better learner. "
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Kuryati bt Kipli
Faculty of Engineering

"As a young lecturer, the programme has helped me become a
better lecturer through exposure to effective delivery, varying
techniques, understanding my audience (students) as well
as exposure to appropriate applications oflearning theories
at university level. [The topics on] Instructional Design and
Counseling have opened my mind [about becoming] a good
supervisor and a good mentor. Also, the [module] on Assessment
for Learning helped [me] in test design through reliability and
item analysis. I believe PGDip has brought a lot ofbenefits to all
teaching staff in UNIMAS "
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"I suggest the upcoming batch should also include senior lecturers
(not only young lecturers) because the information and knowledge
presented are very useful not only for young lecturers but for every
academician at the university. "
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Dr Lesley Maurice Bilung
Faculty of Resource Science and Technology

"My learning and teaching in UNlMAS have been greatly
enhanced and transformed as a result ofjoining the PGDip
programme. Thank you to all staffand instructors ofthe
programme.
An evaluation that was conducted after the first offering of the

Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching-Learning programme at
UNIMAS revealed many interesting insights into the technicalities
of running a complex human resource development programme
in an academic setting. At the university, where all academics
are expected to perform their roles effectively as educators,
the findings of this evaluation illustrated how the academics
at the university significantly shifted their perceptions about
their knowledge of teaching skills upon completion of the study
programme. At the end of the study programme, they were also
able to provide constructive feedback about the quality of the
curriculum and instruction of the programme, and they were
also able to use the learning theories taught in the modules to
substantiate their opinions about aspects of the study programme.
The feedback accumulated from the first cohort has made an
impact on the way the programme is managed in the consequent
offering.
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From a research-oriented perspective on the programme, the
outcome of a university-funded research (Norazila Abdul Aziz et
aI, 2010) which investigated the impact of the programme on the
quality of instruction at UNIMAS, found that:
a)
Participants reported that their instructional approaches
have gradually shifted to become more student-centred after they
attended the programme. The feedback came from both hard and
soft science disciplines.
b)
Participants from the hard disciplines reported a lower level
use of student-focused instructional approaches, compared to those
from the soft disciplines. The outcome may be have been attributed
to the nature of the disciplines, as the soft disciplines tended to use
student-oriented tasks such as small-group discussions, reflective
journals, collaborative group projects and so forth.
The research outcome provided an understanding of how the
postgraduate diploma programme affected the university educators
after they completed the training. The gradual change in becoming
more conscious and responsive to the needs of students and
creating effective learning experiences is an important marker that
UNIMAS educators are maturing and progressing positively with
the university's omnipresent aspirations to become "contemporary
and forward-looking" in the aspects of Teaching & Learning in
Higher Education.
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CONCLUSION
UNIMAS like all other public institutions of higher learning in
Malaysia has an array of short courses designed as part of its staff
development programme. To go beyond the norms, UNIMAS is
putting an extra emphasis in ensuring quality university education
by incorporating new approaches and utilizing state-of-the-art
technologies in teaching and learning. This is in line with the
requirements for all public universities in Malaysia to install
quality assurance mechanisms into their academic programmes.

It is hoped that similar training programmes like this Postgraduate

Diploma in Teaching-Learning programme will be created
and offered by other local universities to help academics to
continuously improve their teaching skills. Only serious efforts
such as this will enable the academics to remain relevant, and
eventually propel the universities to achieve an outstanding status
in teaching excellence at Higher Education in Malaysia and in the
regIon.
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LEARNING UNITS
This course introduces some core conceptual ideas
underlying university teaching. The major concepts
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Discuss and analyse teaching practices to
meet diverse needs of university students
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Evaluate commonly held assumptions about
teaching at higher education
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Incorporate concept of academic quality
assurance in the scholarship of teaching

•
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STUDENT LEARNING HOURS
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Lectures

46 Houris

Student-Centered Learning

8 Houris

Self-Study

100 Houris

Quizzes, Tests, & Examinations

6 Houris

Total

160 Houris

LEARNING UNITS
1. Concept of University Education

-national education philosophy and HEIs in Malaysia
-balancing needs of stakeholders
-national priorities and global relevance
-life-long learning
2. Academic Quality Assurance
-issues and challenges of academic quality
3. Teaching as a profession
-commonly held assumptions about teaching
-professional characteristics of university teachers
-competencies of university teachers
-personal philosophy of teaching
4. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
- integrating research and teaching
- documenting and reporting research on teaching
5. Understanding University Diversity
-recognizing students academic background
-socio-cultural differences and the learning environment
-international students and special needs
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ASSESSMENT
Quiz
Assignment
Presentation
Reflective Report
Final Exam
Total

CURRlCULUM AND
10%
20%
15 %
15 %
40%
100%

REFERENCES

COURSE CODE
CREDIT
PREREQUISITE/S

SYNOPSIS

1. Ayers, W (2001). To Teach: The Journey of a teacher. New York,

NY: Teachers College, Columbia University
2. Ministry of Education. (2002). Kod Amalan Jaminan Kualiti IPTA
di Malaysia. Bahagian Jaminan Kualiti Jabatan Pendidikan Tinggi.
3. Moore, A. (2001). Teaching and Learning: Pedagogy, curriculum,
and culture. New York, NY: Routledge Falmer.
4. Newton, D. P. (2000). Teaching for Understanding: What it is and
how to do it. London: Falmer Press.
LEARNING
OUTCOMES
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CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
COURSE CODE

CLM5024

CREDIT

4

PREREQUISITE/S

CLM50 14 Teaching and Learning in Higher
Education

SYNOPSIS

This course features the principles and processes
of curriculum and instructional design. Various
curriculum foundations and principles underlying
the design of effective instruction are also explored.
Identification of learning needs, translation of those
needs into instructional objectives, selection of
instructional activities and resources to facilitate
achievement of learning outcomes are among
the topics included in this course. Aspects of
curriculum alignment, curriculum evaluation,
and emerging trends in the design of learning
environments are also discussed.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES
By the end of this course, students will be able to:
o Apply principles and process of curriculum and
instructional design when designing a program
of study and an instructional module for specific
learner groups.
o Justify values and beliefs underlying

o

curricular and instructional decisions made
when designing a program of study and an
instructional module for specific learner groups.
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Write, present and evaluate curriculum
proposals for new programmes based on the
requirements of the MQA framework and the
guidelines of the Ministry of Higher Education.
Demonstrate understanding of ethical issues
when designing a program of study and an
instructional module for specific learner groups.
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LEARNING UNITS
ASSESSMENT
1. The Curriculum Field & Its Foundations

- Curriculum Approaches
- Types of Curriculum
- Relationship between Curriculum & Instruction

Curriculum Pn
Presentation of
Final Exam

Total
20

2. Principles of Curriculum: Design and Development
- Sources of Curriculum Design
- Design Considerations
- Design Types

3. Curriculum Proposal Process
- Outcome-Based Education (OBE)
- MQA Framework
- MORE Guidelines
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4. Principles of Curriculum: Curriculum Evaluation
- Curriculum Alignment
- Planning Program Evaluation
5. Instructional Design Process 1
- Learning Characteristics & Needs of Learners
- Analysis of Learning Contexts
- Instructional Objectives & Contents Selection
6. Instructional Design Process 2
- Design of Instructional activities
- Design ofAssessment Plan
7. Design of Learning Environments
- Emergence of Innovative Learning Environments
- Physical & Virtual learning Spaces
ASSESSMENT
Curriculum Proposal Document & Presentation
Presentation of Instructional Design
Final Exam
Total

30%
30%
40%
100%

REFERENCES
1. Biggs, J. (2003). Teaching for Quality Learning at University.

PRINCIPLES OF TEP
COURSE CODE

Phil delphia, Pa.: Society for Research into Higher Education:
Open University Press.
2. Eisner, E.W. (2001). The educational imagination: On the design

CREDIT
PREREQUISITE/S

and evaluation of school programs (3rd ed.). New York: Prentice
HalL

3. Kementerian Pengajian Tinggi. (2010). Garis Panduan Penulisan
Program Akademik. Penerbit UTHM.

SYNOPSIS

4. Malaysian Qualifications Agency. (2008). Code of Practice for
Program Accreditation. Petaling Jaya: Agensi Kelayakan Malaysia
(MQA).
5. Malaysian Qualifications Agency. (2009). Code of Practice
for Institutional Audit (2nd ed). Petating Jaya: Malaysian
Qualifications Agency, (MQA).
6. Ornstein, A.c. & Hunkins, F.P. (2009). Curriculum: Foundations,
Principles and Issues (5th ed.). New York: Allyn & Bacon.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

7. Popham, W.J. (2009). Instruction that Measure Up: Successful
Teaching in the Age ofAccountability. Alexandria, Va.: ASCD
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
8. Worthen, B. R., Sanders, lR., & Fitzpatrick, lL.( 1997). Program
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Evaluation: Alternative Approaches & Practical Guidelines. New
York: Longman.

PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
COURSE CODE

CLM5034

CREDIT

4

PREREQUISITE/S

CLM5014 Teaching and Learning in Higher
Education
CLM5024 Curriculum & Instructional Design

SYNOPSIS
This course presents the fundamental aspects of
teaching and learning. It covers topics on role
expectations of educators today, behavioural, social
and psychological changes oftoday's students,
the processes of knowledge acquisition, and other
related issues in teaching and learning. The course
discusses elements of effective teaching, including
personal qualities,knowledge base and repertoire of
a quality educator, in view of current developments
and demands in higher education.
LEARNING
OUTCOMES

By the end of this course, students will be able to:
o Compare and contrast learning theories that
underlie instructional decisions to achieve
teaching and learning objectives
o Explain values of various learning styles and
learner competencies
o Construct learning materials based on
application of knowledge on principles of

o

o

o

teaching and learning for higher education
JustifY decisions on plausible instructional
strategies based on learning theories
discussed
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160 Houris
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LEARNING UNITS
1. The Art and Science of Teaching
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6. The Concept 0

- What is Teaching and Learning
- Good vs. Bad Teaching
- Beliefs and Principles about Teaching

- Cony!:

- Ideal Teaching Outcomes
- Purposeful Teaching in Higher Education
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7. Presenting and
2. Qualities of an Effective Educator
- Challenges and Issues in Teaching within a Changing
Society
- Models of Teacher Development
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